Welcom e t o t h e Or am a n ew slet t er f or Au t u m n 2017
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Yes, we are heading into that hunkering down time again. As we contemplate what is usually
our ?down season?there are new and exciting options on the drawing board. First among these
is that Orama is to be recognised as a ?Dark Skies?viewing venue. There has been much local
discussion about Great Barrier Island's application to become an accredited ?Dark Skies?
sanctuary. This is a process that has taken a great deal of time and enterprise from both Awana
Rural Women who spearheaded the investigation and Destination GBI who champion the
Barrier as a tourist destination and manage thegreatbarrier.co.nz web portal. We will keep you
posted on progress.
A recent article in the Herald talking of the
development of a Dark Skies Sanctuary on the
Barrier featured a photo of two of the main
proponents of this enterprise.

Paul McGlashan and Caroline Leys poised for a
new venture, holding the Leys' own Dobson 8in
reflector telescope.
(photo by courtesy of NZ Herald 10.5.2017)
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PROJECTS
The playground is finished, and enjoyed by young and old alike.

Kerry putting in the new bathroom at Arthurs 2.

Esther and Jordan taking time out of the kitchen to upgrade Seaview 2
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Ch an gin g t h e Sk y Lin e
After morning tea one morning it
was announced that the big tree
close to the playschool was going to
be dropped. Those who were free
came outside to watch including
Kimberley holding Olin. Being a boy
he loved watching the process? the
noise of the chain saw, the digger
connected to the tree pulling back
to increase the tension on the chain.
Being only a little fellow he was
astounded to see the tree go down,
falling with a loud crash into the
paddock. A devastated child
shrieked, ?OH NO!!!!?

TIMBER! The three Norfolk
pines on the shoreline of the
bay have long been Orama?s
logo. The Orama icons
remain but two of the giants
alongside the path to the
wharf were dropping
branches big enough to
cause serious injury. When
the giant old Norfolk pines
fell the ground they shook
every building in the valley.

The last old Norfolk pine, denuded
of its bottom branches was the last
one to topple; then it was the huge
task of doing the clean up.
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Volu n t eer s This year we have been greatly helped by volunteers from around the globe.
Anders from Denmark, Peter from Switzerland, Tobi, Hannah, Paula and Sarah from Germany,
Remco from Netherlands, Jonathan from France, Cooper and Jessica from the States,

Anders and Peter

Hannah and Tobi

Sarah

Jessica

Cooper

Jonathan (Pico)
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Willie, David, Jordan, Denise and Liz (the Grannies) our
kiwi volunteers. Without the immense volunteer
contributions Orama would be in difficulties. There
are always openings for volunteers to apply to come
to Orama. Life is not all work. Having companions for
activities like surfing, kayaking, fishing, hiking,
swimming, is a bonus of living and working in a faith
community in one of the most stunning natural
locations in the world.
Remco

Paula (Polly)

Willie

David

Jordan

Denise and Liz (the Grannies)
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For all of us here at Orama, there is a sense of accomplishment in sustaining, and growing life in
a Christian Community.

Andrew installs the refurbished alternator

Kimberley and Olin offering hospitality at Arthur 's
Bay

Jakob (the Boss) gives Arnie some advice
The last big log is moved

Jessica replants the bridge entrance way

Zara & Hunter join the Outdoor Work Programme
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PEOPLE
They arrived one day before the Father-heart contingent, September 2014. Their wagon loaded
with every necessity, including two mountain bikes. Rob and Fiona settled in for the long haul. It
was just as well that they had both previously given time to Orama, as their ability to pick up
new roles and tasks within 24 hours was greatly appreciated by the small staff group that year.
In the years since Rob has taken a leading role in worship, fixed fences, maintained phone
systems and computers, fixed innumerable vehicles, told many bad jokes, and been involved in
all of the day-to-day tasks of the outdoor work programme.
Fiona has endeared herself to everyone with her bright bubbling enthusiasm, and taking care of
the Hospitality - a role which involved much responsibility and many weekend hours preparing
for unexpected guests. We will miss you both.

There is no genuine way to thank faithful people
who have served Orama. How is it possible to
enumerate the care and kindness to our vollies.
Rob?s jokes! Fiona?s enthusiastic desire to relate
to and serve every camper, guest, Fatherheart
student, and Barrier Island visitor. Then there
were the times of fellowship and worship.
This couple have left a footprint in the valley
that will long be appreciated and remembered.
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We found an ideal person to take over Fiona?s role in
hospitality - Kayla Te Manu.
Born and bred at the Great Barrier Island Motairehe marae,
Kayla has had a yearning to be involved at Orama since
visiting as a school girl. Result - dream realised!
Kayla is a great fit, slipping into her new role with expertise
and a fizzing energy that has delighted us all.
Recently Kayla contributed this poem at morning tea time.

UNKNOWN
A wise woman once said, ?Our tears shed, we laugh, bled, we
care."
A wise man once said, ?shelter our home, feast our thirst, we
share, love our grace, we promise our souls with the peace we
made. "
We are different, yet exactly the same,
Orama?s unique inventions create change,
an ambition to follow open minded visions.
In my heart I feel this wisdom,
In my soul I find my mission.
To praise a different common.
To help nurture our future generation.
We make our nests to sleep in. Feast at best, then rest.
Dig those drains, make way for rain, and mend these fences.
Nothing stops our natures course, a natural force, a fate we
share.
Unknown.
By Kayla Te Manu
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EVENTS
One of the recent fun evenings was an
open mic evening to farewell Rob and
Fiona. Here Fiona (on guitar), with Jordan,
Esther, and Kimberley as backing singers
sing to Rob (oh so tongue and cheek).
Participation in the evening?s fun and
farewell was wholehearted. Folk from the
island came to share the evening with us.
PINK RIBBON BREAKFAST
This year saw the first pink ribbon breakfast on the Barrier. The
staff men prepared an amazing breakfast. Local women came to
join in this special meal to acknowledge the women who have
suffered from breast cancer. There were some deeply touching
moments and a few tears as women shared stories of friends,
family and loved ones. This event was a fantastic example of what
"every member ministry" at Orama can look like in a wider
community context. And we hope to run many more events like
this.

TRUST BOARD
The last weekend in May we had the Trust Board
Members fly in for a highly productive weekend of
discussion and planning for our future.
One event during the busy weekend was stopping for
the opening of the playground. Geoff Cleave
representing the local board gave a speech and Trustee
Margaret Fountain, who has long wanted a playground
area for children, had the honour of cutting the ribbon.
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THANK YOU
Orama is extremely grateful for the
support of the local board who funded
the playground project.

Orama also would like to thank the
following organisations for their generous
funding support in the last financial year:
-

Arohanui Trust
Caleb No. 2 Trust
Lotteries Commission
Wilberforce 21
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